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Abstract
Here, we show for the first time that developmental cell death plays a critical role in the morphogenesis of multicellular
proprioceptors in Drosophila. The most prominent multicellular proprioceptive organ in the fly larva, the pentascolopidial
(LCh5) organ, consists of a cluster of five stretch-responsive sensory organs that are anchored to the cuticle via specialized
attachment cells. Stable attachment of the organ to the cuticle is critical for its ability to perceive mechanical stimuli arising
from muscle contractions and the resulting displacement of its attachment sites. We now show that five attachment cells are
born within the LCh5 lineage, but three of them are rapidly eliminated, normally, by apoptosis. Strong genetic evidence
attests to the existence of an autophagic gene-dependent safeguard mechanism that guarantees elimination of the unwanted
cells upon perturbation of the apoptotic pathway prior to caspase liberation. The removal of the three superfluous cells
guarantees the right ratio between the number of sensory organs and the number of attachment cells that anchor them to the
cuticle. This accurate matching seems imperative for the attachment of cell growth and functionality and is thus vital for
normal morphogenesis and functionality of the sensory organ.

Introduction

The larval chordotonal organs (ChO) of Drosophila are sub-
epidermal stretch receptors that function as proprioceptors
[1]. The most prominent larval ChO is the lateral pentas-
colopidial (LCh5) organ. It contains five sensory neurons,
each ensheathed by a scolopale cell that is stretched
between two accessory cells termed the cap and ligament
cells (Fig. 1a). The five cap cells and the five ligament cells
anchor to the cuticle via two cap-attachment (CA) and a
single ligament-attachment (LA) cell, respectively (Fig. 1a).
During larval locomotion, muscle contractions induce
cuticle deformations that lead to relative displacement of the
CA and LA cells. The resulting mechanical strain

propagates to the neuron where it is transduced into elec-
trical neuronal activity via stretch-responsive ion channels
[2, 3].

Each of the five units (scolopidia) that together constitute
the LCh5 organ originates from a single sensory organ
precursor [4], which goes through four rounds of asym-
metric cell divisions to give rise to a CA cell, a cap cell, a
scolopale cell, a neuron, and a ligament cell [5] (Fig. 1b).
The LCh5 organ is thus expected to contain five cells of
each of these cell types. However, while this cluster con-
tains quintets of neurons, scolopale cells, cap cells, and
ligament cells, it contains only two CA cells (Fig. 1a–c).
The reason for this discrepancy in cell numbers remained
elusive until now. Two explanations could account for
this discrepancy: either the LCh5 organ consists of
two subtypes of lineages, only two of which form a CA
cell. Alternatively, the five lineages are similar, and they
all form a CA cell, but the number of CA cells is later
adjusted.

Developmentally regulated elimination of superfluous
cells is most commonly achieved by apoptosis [6, 7], the
hallmark of which is the activation of caspases. Almost all
Drosophila cells express caspases in their inactive zymogen
form [8, 9], but spontaneous caspase activation is prevented
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by the simultaneous expression of inhibitor of apoptosis
proteins (IAP), such as Diap-1 [10, 11]. Cells that are
destined to die commence the transcription of the proa-
poptotic genes, reaper (rpr), grim and/or head involution
defective (hid), which antagonize the protective function of
Diap-1 by binding to it and liberating the bound caspases
[10, 11]. The main apoptotic initiator caspase, Dronc, is
then recruited to, and subsequently activated by, the death-
associated APAF1-related killer (dark) apoptosome. Acti-
vated Dronc induces a proteolytic cascade by processing the
main apoptotic effector caspases, DrIce and Dcp-1, that in
turn process multiple substrates within the doomed cell
leading to its destruction [12, 13].

Autophagy, primarily used as an intracellular
lysosome-mediated degradation pathway, can be used as
an alternative cell death mechanism that does not utilize
components of the apoptotic machinery [14]. Instead,
multiple autophagy-related genes (Atg genes) bring about
the formation of double-membrane vesicles (autophago-
somes) that deliver cytosolic components to the lysosome
via fusion (reviewed in ref. [15]). The autophagosomal
cargo is then digested by lysosomal hydrolases [16]. In
Drosophila, certain developmental cell death events were
shown to utilize both the apoptotic and the autophagic

machineries [17–21]. The mode of interaction between the
two cell-death pathways depends on the cellular context.
Apoptosis and autophagy may work in parallel, or
mutually inhibit each other [19, 20, 22]. Alternatively,
autophagy and caspases can function in a common reg-
ulatory hierarchy in which either autophagy regulates
the activity of caspases, or caspases regulate autophagy
[17, 18, 20, 21, 23].

In this study, we investigated how and why is the number
of CA cells adjusted during LCh5 development. We
demonstrate that, initially, five CA cells are formed within
the LCh5 cluster, but soon after their formation three of
them are eliminated, normally, by apoptosis. Blocking
apoptosis at the effector-caspase level effectively prevented
the death of the unwanted cells. However, interfering with
apoptosis at the level of IAP antagonists, allowed the
removal of the doomed cells by an alternative autophagy
gene-dependent cell-death mechanism. Removal of the
superfluous CA cells in embryos lacking the IAP antago-
nists still required a functional dark apoptosome, as well as
the presence of maternal products of the IAP antagonists’
genes. Finally, we show that accurate elimination of the
superfluous CA cells is critical for the construction of a
functional sensory organ.

Fig. 1 The lateral pentascolopidial (LCh5) organ and its lineage. a
Schematic illustration of the embryonic LCh5 organ (on the left) and
two abdominal segments of a stage 16 embryo stained with anti-
αTub85E (green) and anti-Sr (magenta). Anti-αTub85E labels the two
cap-attachment (CA), cap (C), ligament (L), and the single ligament-
attachment (LA) cells. Anti-Sr labels the nuclei of the ligament, CA
and LA cells as well as tendon cells (all the cells that are not circled).
The scolopale cells (Sc) and the neurons (N) are not labeled and are
represented in the scheme by empty ellipses. The cap cell of the lateral

single ChO (LCh1) is also indicated (arrowhead). The scale bar
denotes 20 μm. b Schematic representation of the LCh5 lineage. A
single chordotonal organ precursor cell (COP) divides asymmetrically
to generate two secondary precursors (pIIa and pIIb). pIIa divides
asymmetrically to generate the cap (c) and CA cells. pIIb divides
asymmetrically to generate the ligament (L) cell and a tertiary pre-
cursor (pIIIb) that then divides to generate the neuron (N) and scolo-
pale (Sc) cell. c Schematic representation of the expected versus the
observed number of CA cells in the mature LCh5 organ
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Materials and methods

Fly strains

The following fly strains were used in this work: white1118

was used as a control strain. 5’F:2.6 ato-lacZ [24], FRT2A
H99/TM6Z, darkP46/CyO, darkN28/CyO [25], UAS-P35
(#5072, Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center), UAS-Ep-
Diap1/TM6Z, H99/TM6Z [26], Atg7d14/CyO, Atg7d77/CyO
[27], Atg1Δ3D/TM6 [28], Atg13Δ81/TM6 [29], vps34Δm22/
CyO [30], UAS-Atg1KQ13A [31]. FRT79D-F ovoD1/TM3,Sb
(kindly provided by K. McCall), hs-FLP122;Gl/TM3,Sb,
UAS-LacZ (#1776, Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center),
en-gal4/CyO [32], deiChO-GFP, deiattachment-RFP,en-gal4
[33]. The following strains were generated using standard
genetic crosses: darkP46/CyO, wg-lacZ; H99/TM6B, abdA-
lacZ, darkN28/CyO, wg-lacZ; H99/TM6B, AbdA-lacZ,
Atg7d14/CyO, wg-lacZ; H99/TM6, abdA-lacZ, Atg7d77/CyO,
wg-lacZ; H99/ TM6B, AbdA-lacZ, vps34Δm22/CyO, wg-lacZ;
H99/TM6B, AbdA-lacZ. The Atg1Δ3D, H99/TM6B, abdA-
lacZ and H99, Atg13Δ81/TM6B, abdA-lacZ strains were
generated by meiotic recombination. For the generation of
embryos devoid of a maternal contribution of the H99
genes, FRT79D-F H99/TM6B virgin females were crossed
to hs-FLP122/Y; FRT79D-F ovoD1/TM3, Sb males and were
allowed to lay eggs for one day before being moved into a
fresh vial. A heat-shock (1 h at 37 °C) was applied after the
first wandering larva had emerged. In the next generation,
non-TM6 non-TM3 virgin females were collected and
crossed to FRT79D-F H99/TM6Z males. The progeny of
this cross was collected and fixed for immunostaining.
Some of the vials were not subjected to heat-shock and
served as a control for female sterility.

Phenotypic analysis in 2nd instar larvae

deiChO–GFP, deiattachment–RFP, en-gal4 virgin females were
crossed to either UAS-LacZ or UAS-p35, or UAS-Atg1KQ13A,
or UAS-p35, UAS-Atg1KQ13A males and were allowed to lay
eggs for 24 h at 29°. The parents were discarded and larvae
were collected 24 h later. Larvae were fixed in 4% for-
maldehyde (in PBS) at 4 °C overnight without dissection.
Following fixation, the larvae were washed twice in PBT
and once in PBS and stored in mounting medium (DAKO,
DAKO Cytomation, Denmark) at 4 °C until their mounting
and examination (within a few days).

Immunohistochemistry

The primary antibodies used in this study and their working
dilutions were: guinea pig anti-SrA/B [34] (1:300), rabbit
anti-αTub85E [35] (1:20), mouse anti-αTub85E [36]
(1:200), rabbit anti-cleaved Dcp-1 (Asp 216) and rabbit

anti-cleaved Caspase-3, (Asp175) (1:50; Cell signaling
Technology), mouse anti-β-galactosidase (Promega)
(1:1000). The secondary antibodies were Cy3-, Cy2-, or
Alexa Fluor-647-conjugated anti-mouse/rabbit/guinea
pig (Jackson Laboratories, Bar-Harbor, ME, USA).
Embryos were collected and immunestained using standard
techniques. For each tested genotype, anti-β-galactosidase
staining allowed the identification of homozygous
embryos that do not carry the lac-Z-labeled balancer chro-
mosome/s.

TUNEL assay

TUNEL assays were performed using the In Situ Cell Death
Detection Kit, TMR red (Roche) following the immunos-
taining procedure. Stained embryos were fixed for 20 min at
RT, washed five times in PBT and then incubated in
TUNEL solution at 37 °C for 2 h. The embryos were then
washed twice in PBT and once in PBS and stored
in mounting medium until their mounting and examination.
Stained embryos were examined using confocal microscope
LSM-5 Exciter.

Results

Three out of five CA cells are removed by apoptosis

To test whether cell death occurs within the ChO lineage
and whether the three CA cells are eliminated by apoptosis,
we examined embryos homozygous for the H99 chromo-
somal deficiency. This deficiency removes the proapoptotic
genes rpr, hid, and grim, thus blocking almost all apoptotic
events that occur normally during development [26]. As
shown in Fig. 2, the LCh5 of H99 embryos contained on
average 2.14 CA cells (2.14 ± 0.87, n= 83; Fig. 2a, g). This
slight elevation in the average number of CA cells does not
support the idea that apoptosis accounts for the loss of three
CA cells. Surprisingly, however, when we inhibited apop-
tosis by expressing the caspase inhibitor P35 [37] within the
LCh5 lineage, the phenotypic outcome was very different
and the number of CA cells increased significantly to 4.68
± 0.60 cells per LCh5 organ (n= 31; Fig. 2b, g). This latter
observation implies that, initially, five CA cells are born
within the LCh5 cluster and suggests that, later, three of
them are removed by a caspase-dependent cell death
mechanism. It also points to the fact that blocking early
steps in the apoptotic pathway (H99 embryos) yields a
different LCh5 phenotype than blocking late stages of the
apoptotic pathway (p35-expressing embryos).

To further test whether the doomed CA cells die by
apoptosis, we looked for caspase activation and DNA
fragmentation within the developing LCh5 cluster. For that
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purpose, we stained ato-lacZ embryos, in which the LCh5
lineage is marked with βGal, with antibodies recognizing
the activated form of the effector caspase Dcp-1 and per-
formed TUNEL analysis to detect DNA fragmentation. The
two surviving CA cells were recognized by anti-Stripe
immunostaining [38]. These experiments revealed TUNEL
staining, and/or staining for activated caspase, in cells sur-
rounding the two surviving CA cells in all segments of stage
12/13 embryos (Fig. 2c, d). This observation supports our

conclusion that the three CA cells are eliminated by apop-
tosis soon after their initial formation.

Experiments in which the activity of negative and posi-
tive regulators of apoptosis was altered provided further
support for this conclusion. Overexpression within the
LCh5 lineage of the caspase inhibitor diap-1 led to a small
but significant increase in the number of surviving CA cells
(2.59 ± 0.69, n= 37; Fig. 2e, g). Similarly, an increase in
the number of CA cells was observed in dark mutant

Fig. 2 Three out of five CA cells are removed by apoptosis. a-b, e-f
Lateral view of stage 16 embryos stained with anti-αTub85E
(magenta) and anti-Sr (green). The anti-β-gal staining used for dis-
tinguishing between homozygous and heterozygous embryos in a and
f and for identifying the UAS-diap1 expressing embryos in e is not
shown (the UAS-diap-1 construct and the mutant alleles were balanced
over TM6B, lacZ). All images are oriented such that anterior is to the
left and dorsal is up. The scale bars represent 10 µm. The anti-Sr
staining is shown separately in a’, b’, e’, f ’. a Two CA cells are
evident in 85.6% of the LCh5 organs of H99 homozygous embryos
(circled). In 13.2% of the segments three cells and in 1.2% of the
segments four CA cells were evident (n= 83). b A P35-expressing
embryo displaying the typical increase in the number of CA cells
(circled). c A stage 12 ato-lacZ embryo labeled with anti-βGal (blue),
anti-Sr (green) and TUNEL (red). The TUNEL staining is shown

separately in c’. d Three segments of a stage 12 ato-lacZ embryo
stained with anti-Sr (green), anti-cleaved Dcp-1 (blue) and TUNEL
(red). The Cleaved Dcp-1 staining is shown separately in d’ and
TUNEL staining in d”. Activated Dcp-1 and fragmented DNA (arrows
and arrowheads in c-d) are observed in the immediate surroundings of
the surviving CA cells (white circles in c-d). The arrowheads in
d point to cells in which the TUNEL and Dcp-1 staining overlap
(approximately one third of the cells, n= 60). e An embryo over-
expressing the caspase inhibitor diap-1 within the en domain. An
increased number of CA cells is evident (circled). f A darkP46/N28

mutant embryo displaying a gain of CA cells (circles). g Quantification
of the CA cell-number in different genetic backgrounds represented in
a box-and-whiskers plot. The number of examined segments (n) is
indicated for each genotype
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embryos (2.81 ± 0.89, n= 83; Fig. 2f, g), in which caspase
activation is reduced due to diminished apoptosome activity
[25]. These data corroborate our conclusion that, normally,
five CA cells form within the LCh5 cluster, but three of
them are eliminated by apoptosis soon after their formation.

CA cell removal in H99 embryos depends on
maternal contribution of the H99 genes and zygotic
activity of the apoptosome

The intriguing difference between the LCh5 phenotype of
H99-deficient embryos and the phenotype of p35-
expressing embryos could be explained in several, not
mutually exclusive, ways. One possible explanation is that
maternally contributed products of the rpr, hid, and grim
(RHG) genes are sufficient for CA cell removal in H99
zygotic mutants. Another option is that, in the absence of
the H99 genes, a different regulatory pathway is activated
leading eventually to caspase activation and CA cell elim-
ination. It is also possible that upon blocking the apoptotic
pathway at its initial stages, a different cell-death mechan-
ism takes over and eliminates the unwanted cells.

To test whether maternally deposited transcripts of the
H99 genes were involved, we generated females bearing
H99-deficient germline clones and crossed them to H99
heterozygous males. In this setting, all embryos were devoid
of maternal contribution, and half of the embryos were
additionally devoid of the zygotic contribution, of the H99
genes. The LCh5 organs of embryos that lacked maternally
contributed H99 genes, but carried a zygotic copy, mani-
fested a normal LCh5 phenotype of two CA cells (2.04 ±
0.42, n= 57; Fig. 3a, d). In contrast, the absence of both
maternal and zygotic contribution of the H99 genes resulted
in a significant increase in the number of surviving CA cells
(3.72 ± 0.72, n= 72; Fig. 3b, d). These results support the
idea that maternal transcripts of one or more of these proa-
poptotic genes play a role in the removal of CA cells in
zygotic H99 mutant embryos.

To determine whether other components of the apoptotic
pathway are required for the removal of CA cells in zygotic
H99 mutant embryos, we tested the effects of perturbing the
function of the apoptosome in this background. darkP46/
darkN28; H99 (maternal+ /zygotic−) embryos displayed a
significant increase in the number of surviving CA cells
(4.18 ± 0.62, n= 44; Fig. 3c, d), implicating the dark
apoptosome in the elimination of the superfluous CA cells
in zygotic H99 mutant background.

The involvement of both the maternal products of the
H99 genes and the zygotic dark apoptosome in CA cell
elimination in zygotic H99 mutant embryos may suggest
that CA cell removal still follows the typical apoptotic
pathway in this background. However, in agreement with
previous publications [26], neither activated caspases nor

DNA fragmentation was evident in stage 12/13 zygotic H99
embryos (Fig. 3e–h), indicating that the CA cells are not
removed by classic apoptosis in this background. The
complete absence of TUNEL staining suggests that although
some components of the apoptotic machinery (maternal H99
products and the apoptosome) are indispensable for the
elimination of CA cells in zygotic H99 embryos, other cell-
death pathway/s, distinct from apoptosis, join to the afore-
mentioned components of the apoptotic machinery to guar-
antee successful removal of the unwanted CA cells.

The removal of unwanted CA cells in H99 embryos
depends on autophagy genes

To test for a possible involvement of autophagy in the
elimination of CA cells when apoptosis is blocked, we
examined the LCh5 organs of different autophagy mutants.
On their own, all of the tested mutants, each lacking the
activity of one autophagy gene (Atg7, Atg1, Atg13, or
vps34), displayed a normal number of CA cells (Atg7d77/d14–
2.0 ± 0.0, n= 27; vps34Δm22– 2.04 ± 0.61, n= 25; Atg1Δ3D−
2.06 ± 0.23, n= 72; Atg13Δ81– 2.03 ± 0.18, n= 60), indi-
cating that under normal circumstances, autophagy is dis-
pensable for the elimination of CA cells. However,
simultaneous inhibition of both apoptosis and autophagy
(Atg7d77/Atg7d14; H99, vps34Δm22; H99, H99, Atg1Δ3D and
H99, Atg13Δ81) prevented death of the CA cells and led to a
substantial increase in the number of surviving cells (4.32 ±
0.61, n= 28; 3.87 ± 0.78, n= 30; 3.17 ± 0.87, n= 82, and
3.21 ± 0.45, n= 58, respectively; Fig. 4).

Taken together, these findings support the idea that in
zygotic H99 mutants, maternally contributed H99 gene
products are essential, but insufficient, for the removal of
three CA cells. Under these circumstances, the balance is
tipped from apoptosis toward an autophagy-dependent
removal of the unwanted cells that have already been
primed for elimination by the maternal copies of the H99
genes. If apoptosis and autophagy are concomitantly
blocked, CA cell death is prevented.

CA cell removal is critical for proper LCh5
morphogenesis and for maintaining organ integrity

To establish whether the elimination of three CA cells is
vital for the development of functional LCh5 organs, we
examined the impact of increasing the number of CA cells
on LCh5 morphology. We expressed either lacZ, p35, a
dominant-negative form of Atg1 (Atg1KQ13A referred to as
Atg1DN), or p35 plus Atg1DN within the LCh5 organs and
examined the phenotypic effects in 2nd instar larvae. The
LCh5 organs were visualized in intact larvae by using ChO-
specific fluorescent reporters [39]. In control, lacZ-expres-
sing, larvae, two large CA cells were seen, each anchoring
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two-to-three cap cells (Fig. 5a). In agreement with our
notion that autophagy is not normally involved in the pro-
cess of CA cell removal, the LCh5 organs of Atg1DN-
expressing larvae displayed a normal number of CA cells
(Fig. 5b). In contrast, the LCh5 cluster of P35-, or P35 plus
Atg1DN-expressing larvae presented an elevated number of
CA cells (Fig. 5c).

Altering the ratio between the numbers of cap and CA
cells had detrimental effects on organ integrity. The

supernumerary CA cells remained very small in comparison
with CA cells of normal larvae (Fig. 5). Even though each
of the small CA cells anchored only a single cap cell, it
often failed to withstand the mechanical forces generated
during larval growth and locomotion, leading to detachment
from the cuticle and collapse of the attached cap cell
(Fig. 5c, d). The abnormally small size of the super-
numerary CA cells that anchor only a single organ could
suggest that the size of a CA cell is adjusted to the number

Fig. 3 In H99 zygotic background, the removal of superfluous CA
cells depends on the maternal contribution of the H99 genes and the
zygotic activity of the apoptosome. a-c Stage 16 embryos stained with
anti-αTub85E (magenta) and anti-Sr (green). The anti-Sr staining is
shown separately in a’-c’. The anti-β-gal staining used for distin-
guishing between homozygous and heterozygous embryos in a-c is not
shown. The scale bar represents 10 µm. a An embryo that lacks
maternal contribution, but carries a zygotic copy of the H99 genes,
exhibits a normal number of CA cells (circled). b An embryo that lacks
both the maternal and zygotic contribution of the H99 genes manifests
an abnormally high number of CA cells (circled). c A darkP46/N28; H99

zygotic mutant embryo shows a nearly complete prevention of CA-cell
elimination. d Quantification of the CA-cell number in different
genetic backgrounds represented in a box-and-whiskers plot. The
number of examined segments (n) is indicated for each genotype. e-h
Stage 12–13 heterozygous H99/TM6, abdA-lacZ embryos e, g or
homozygous H99 embryos f, h stained with anti-Sr (green), anti-βGal
(blue), and either TUNEL e, f or anti-cleaved caspase-3 g, h. Homo-
zygous embryos were identified by the lack of anti-βGal staining.
Although the three CA cells are eliminated in the zygotic H99 mutant
embryos, and only two CA cells are evident, the hallmarks of apoptotic
cells are not evident in these embryos f, h
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of ChOs it anchors and that this size adjustment is critical
for the ability of the CA cell to remain properly fastened to
the cuticle and maintain its ability to anchor the sensory
organs.

Interestingly, the average number of superfluous CA
cells observed in P35- or P35 plus Atg1DN-expressing
embryos was higher than the average number of such cells
observed in second instar larvae of the same genotypes
(4.39 ± 0.78, n= 62; vs. 2.44 ± 0.50, n= 59; and 4.44 ±
0.67, n= 62; vs. 2.64 ± 0.55 for p35 and p35 plus Atg1DN,
respectively). This observation suggests that even when CA
cell removal is prevented during embryogenesis, the survi-
val of the undead CA cells is not guaranteed and some of
them are eliminated later during larval life.

Discussion

The LCh5 organs are stretched between two attachment
sites in the larval body wall and are fastened to the cuticle
via specialized epidermal attachment cells (CA and LA).
The ability of these organs to remain stably anchored to the

cuticle is critical for their function as stretch receptors.
Thus, an accurate matching between the number of organs
and the position, number and size of their attachment cells is
vital. The current work contributes significantly to our
understanding of how such coordination is achieved.

We have previously shown how the single LA cell is
recruited by the ligament cells via an epidermal growth
factor receptor-dependent mechanism [38]. The current
work sheds light on the mechanism that guarantees the
matching between the number and size of CA cells and the
number of cap cells they anchor. Our data show that each of
the five chordotonal lineages that collectively constitute the
LCh5 organ, generate a CA cell, but three of these attach-
ment cells are removed even before they become identifi-
able by CA cell-specific markers. The expression of P35
within the ChO lineages enables the survival of the three
doomed cells, suggesting that, normally, they are eliminated
by apoptosis. This notion is further supported by the pre-
sence of activated caspase and fragmented DNA in cells
adjacent to the two surviving cells, and by the effect of
positive and negative regulators of apoptosis on the elim-
ination process. Quite surprisingly, if the apoptotic

Fig. 4 Autophagy genes are
involved in CA cell elimination
in H99 mutant embryos. a-h
Stage 16 embryos stained with
anti-αTub85E (magenta) and
anti-Sr (green). The anti-Sr
staining is shown separately in
a’-h’. The anti-β-gal staining
used for distinguishing between
homozygous and heterozygous
embryos is not shown. The scale
bar represents 10 µm. Embryos
homozygous for mutations in
the autophagy-related genes
Atg7 (a), Atg13 (c), Atg1 (e), and
vps34 (h) manifest normal LCh5
phenotype with two CA cells
(circled). Embryos carrying any
of these autophagy-related
mutations in an H99 background
(b, d, f, h) display a significant
increase in the number of
surviving CA. (i) A box-and-
whiskers plot showing the
distribution of the CA cell
number data in the different
genotypes
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machinery is blocked in its early stages, prior to caspase
liberation, the superfluous CA cells are still successfully
removed. In that case, cell removal depends on the com-
bined action of maternally deposited products of the RHG
genes, a functional apoptosome and functional autophagy-
related genes. Nevertheless, in spite of the requirement for
maternal RHG genes and functional apoptosome, the cells
are eliminated via a non-apoptotic pathway as suggested by
the lack of any of the hallmarks of apoptosis.

How are the superfluous CA cells removed when apop-
tosis is blocked? We present strong genetic evidence for the
involvement of autophagy genes in this process. However,
since the three superfluous CA cells, and even the two
surviving CA cells, are unidentifiable in early embryonic
stages, it is impossible to characterize their phenotype at the
ultrastructural level by electron microscopy. In addition, the
commonly used autophagy reporters [21, 40–42] caused
dominant-negative effects in this developmental context in
the extremely sensitive background of H99 embryos. For

that reason, even though we could show that the function of
autophagy genes is necessary for ensuring CA cell removal
when apoptosis is compromised, we were not able to
determine unambiguously whether the autophagic machin-
ery actively kills the unwanted CA cells via autolysosomal
degradation or any other mechanism of autophagy-
dependent cell death [43]. Alternatively, the formation of
autophagosomes could allow the assembly and/or activation
of alternative cell death pathway components. For instance,
recent studies revealed the involvement of autophagosome
membranes in switching from apoptotic to necroptotic cell
death under certain experimental conditions [44, 45]. Fur-
ther studies are required for revealing the actual execution
machinery responsible for the removal of CA cells in the
H99 background.

What is the relationship between autophagy and caspase
activation in this scenario? Since no caspase activation is
evident in H99 zygotic mutants, we must assume that the
autophagy-related genes are not regulated by activated

Fig. 5 The elimination of three CA cells is critical for normal LCh5
morphogenesis and maintenance of organ integrity. a–d LCh5 organs
of 2nd instar larvae harboring the deiChO-GFP, deiattachment-RFP marker
chromosome, which drives GFP expression in the cap cells and RFP
expression in the CA cells. Only the cap cells (labeled in green) and
the CA cells (labeled in red and marked with asterisks) are shown.
Two organs are shown for each genotype. a, a’ LCh5 organs of en-
gal4 > lacZ larvae. b-b’ LCh5 organs of en-gal4 > Atg1DN larvae. c-c’
LCh5 organs of en-gal4 > P35 larvae. d-d’ LCh5 organs of en-gal4 >

P35, Atg1DN larvae. The LCh5 organs of larvae expressing either p35
alone, or both p35 and Atg1DN, contain more than two CA cells
(asterisks), the superfluous CA cells are smaller than normal, and they
often detach. e A box-and-whiskers plot showing the distribution of
the CA cell number data in the different genotypes in two time-points:
the end of embryogenesis (green boxes, E) and the 2nd instar larval
stage (red boxes, L2). The number of organs examined is shown below
each box. The scale bars represent 20 µm in all panels, with the
exception of (b) where it represents 50 µm
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effector caspases. However, we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that other proteins that affect the apoptotic pathway,
e.g., maternal RHG proteins, zygotic Dark, or one of the
initiator caspases, regulate (most likely indirectly) the
autophagy genes in this background. A somewhat similar
switch from apoptosis to autophagy-dependent cell death
has been reported in etoposide-treated BAX−/−BAK−/−

double-mutant mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) that
were resistant to apoptosis [46]. Similar to our results, the
switch to autophagy did not occur in either Apaf1- or
caspase-9-deficient MEFs as well as in wild-type MEFs
treated with a caspase inhibitor that inhibited more
advanced stages of apoptosis than BAX/BAK. Altogether,
our data points to a stage-specific switch from apoptosis to
autophagy gene-dependent cell death. The accurate mole-
cular switching point is yet to be identified. However, based
the available data we can already conclude that switching
toward autophagy gene-dependent cell death occurs
upstream to effector-caspase activation and probably
upstream to initiator caspase release and activation.

Another question that remains open is the ultimate fate of
the superfluous CA cells that survive in en > P35+ /−
Atg1DN-expressing embryos. Our data show that these
undead CA cells do not always survive throughout devel-
opment and many of them are eliminated during larval life.
One possible, simple, explanation could be a decline in the
expression levels of the P35 and Atg1DN transgenes induced
by the en-gal4 driver. Based on modENCODE temporal
expression data, en expression declines rapidly toward the
end of embryogenesis and reaches its lowest levels in
the first instar larva ([47] http://flybase.org/reports/
FBgn0000577). A reduce level of P35+ /− Atg1DN

expression in the larva may not be sufficient for effective
protection from cell death, tipping the balance toward a cell-
death permissive cellular environment in which only some
of the cells survive. Alternatively, global changes that make
the 1st and 2nd instar larvae less susceptible than
the embryo to reaper-induced apoptosis [48] may divert the
undead, but primed-to-die cells, to a different cell death
pathway that is not blocked by the p35 inhibitor and is not
dependent on autophagosome formation.

The elimination of three CA cells is critical for normal
morphogenesis and function of LCh5 organs. Unlike the
normal situation in which two large CA cells anchor five cap
cells, when cell death was prevented, the supernumerary CA
cells failed to increase their size and to remain fastened to
the cuticle. The correlation found between the number of cap
cells and the size of the CA cell to which they are anchored,
suggests that the process of CA cell growth is regulated by a
cross talk between the cap and CA cells. Such a cross talk
could be based on chemical and/or mechanical signals
emanating from the cap cells. The idea is that a CA cell that
anchors a larger number of cap cells is exposed to a stronger

signal and as a result grows more than a CA cell that anchors
a smaller number of cap cells. The ChO provides an
excellent model system for studying the molecular
mechanism that underlie the ability of the CA cells to sense
the number of cap cells anchored to them and how this
sensing is translated into proportional cell growth. Such a
mechanism likely represents a common strategy that could,
for example, dictate the growth of tendon cells to match the
size and number of muscle fibers they anchor.
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